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Assembly Language Lab # 6
Boolean Instructions and Conditional Structured

Objective:

To know more about Assembly Language Boolean Instructions and Conditional Structured.

 Boolean Instructions:
1. NOT Instruction:

Performs a bitwise Boolean NOT operation on a single destination operand.

• Syntax: ( no flag affected)
NOT destination

• Example:
mov al, 00111011b
not al

2. AND Instruction:
Performs a bitwise Boolean AND operation between each pair of matching bits in
two operands.

• Syntax: (O=0,C=0,SZP)
AND destination, source

• Example:
mov al, 00111011b
and al, 00001111b
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3. OR Instruction :
Performs a bitwise Boolean OR operation between each pair of matching bits in two
operands.

• Syntax: (O=0,C=0,SZP)
OR destination, source

• Example:
mov dl, 00111011b
or dl, 00001111b

4. XOR Instruction :

Performs a bitwise Boolean exclusive-OR operation between each pair of matching
bits in two operands.

• Syntax: (O=0,C=0,SZP)

XOR destination, source

Example:
mov dl, 00111011b

xor dl, 00001111b
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 Applications:

5. Test Instruction :

Performs a nondestructive AND operation between each pair of matching bits in
two operands, No operands are modified, but the flags are affected.

Example: jump to a label if either bit 0 or bit 1 in AL is set.
test al,00000011b
jnz ValueFound

Example: jump to a label if neither bit 0 nor bit 1 in AL is set.
test al,00000011b
jz ValueNotFound
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6. CMP Instruction:

Compares the destination operand to the source operand.

Syntax:
CMP destination, source

The effects of Compare Instruction on the flages:

CMP dest, src Calculates dest – src, and sets flags to reflect results. (Does not modify dest,
modifies FLAGS only)

In the case of unsigned numbers:
If D<S then ZF=0 , CF=1
If D=S then ZF=1
If D>S then ZF=0 , CF=0

In the case of signed numbers:
If D<S then SF ≠ OF
If D=S then ZF=1
If D>S then SF = OF

7. BT (Bit Test) Instruction

Copies bit n from an operand into the Carry flag
Syntax:

BT bitBase, n
• bitBase may be 16 bit memory / register or 32 bit memory / register.
• n may be16 bit register , 32 bit register or 8 bit immediate .

 Conditional structures:
Jcond Instruction:

A conditional jump instruction branches to a label when specific register or flag conditions are
met.
Examples:

• JC jump to a label if the Carry flag is set
• JE, JZ jump to a label if the Zero flag is set
• JS jumps to a label if the Sign flag is set
• JNE, JNZ jump to a label if the Zero flag is clear
• JECXZ jumps to a label if ECX equals 0
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Jcond Ranges:
• Prior to the 386:

• jump must be within –128 to +127 bytes from current location counter
• IA-32 processors:

• 32-bit offset permits jump anywhere in memory

The conditional jump instruction are divided into four groups :

1. Jump Based on flags values :

JC , JNC , JZ , JNZ , JS , JNS, JO , JNO, JP , JNP.

2. Jump Based on Equality and value of CX:

JE  , JNE ,JCX, JNCX
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3. Jump Based on unsigned comparison:

JA(D > S)<=>JNBE, JB (D < S)<=>JNAE , JAE(D ≥ S )<=>JNB , JBE(D<=S) <=>JNA .

4. Jump Based on signed comparison:

JG(D>S)<=>JNLE, JL (D<S)<=>JNGE , JGE(D ≥ S )<=>JNL , JLE(D<=S)<=>JNG .
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Lab work:

Example 1: Boolean Calculator
Create a program that functions as a simple Boolean calculator for 32-bit integers.
The program Do the following functions:
1. x AND y
2. x OR y
3. x XOR y
4. NOT x
The variables x and y and the result of operations are stored in memory with the selected option.
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Exercise 2:
Write an assembly language that compares the values x and y in memory and prints a message if
the value in x is greater than y or less than y or equal to y.
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Exercise 3:

Write an assembly code that determine if the number in the number memory location is odd or
even.
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Homework:

H.W1:

Write an assembly code that output a letter grade for 10  numbered grades according  to the
following table

Numbered Grade Letter Grade

90-100 A

80-90 B

70-80 C

60-70 D

0-59 F

other Not Valid

The grades are 74 , 109 , 91 , 86 , 40 , 76 , 72 , -6 , 65 , 94.

H.W2:

Write a code to reverse the case of a message use this message to test your results

Message db 'This is A message'.

H.W3:

Write an assembly code that counts the number of ones for a 32-bit value. Use the value
92335799 saved in value memory location to test your code.


